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About This Content

The soundtrack to the indie action-adventure, Axiom Verge.
Best experienced with open-back headphones.

Track List

1. The Axiom 03:25
2. Intro 01:37

3. Trace Awakens 04:04
4. Trace Rising 03:33
5. Otherworld 03:29

6. ]Rusalka 03:13
7. Vital Tide 04:58
8. Inexorable 04:54
9. Apocalypse 04:38

10. Cellular Skies 03:22
11. Amnesia 03:05

12. The Dream 03:12
13. Phosphene 03:16
14. Occlusion 03:13

15. Occlusion Lens 03:13
16. Without Place 04:19
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17. Trace Reborn 04:00
18. Primordial Shores (Bonus Track) 02:58
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axiom verge original soundtrack

While Unhack 2 is a small game, I loved playing it. Visual style and dialogs are very nice, story is good (although quite sad) - it
was interesting for me to read it to the end. Arcade-style challenges from the first game are replaced by small puzzles that fit
nicely into the gameplay.
And I sure hope Unhack 3 is coming - the creator of Eraser must pay!. 10\/10 would drink again. The game is still in a buggy
state. After completing a level, you are unable to either retry it or continue to the next stage due to the game freezing. Game
over also means the game freezing and you have to restart. Terrible state that the game is in.. You can marry the queen and use
Eldritch powers to fuel industry, it's pretty fun.. Great story and nice graphics, very well done! This is what immersive VR feels
like. I really felt like I was in the story. Looking forward to paying for more content when it gets released. I could lose hours in
this world.. Dumb Game. Good for cards and achievements. Thats it.
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MP review only: No way i'm dropping $100 on a 6 hour campaign alone, no matter how good it may be. MP is where the
longevity and value is for me.

It's clunky and unpolished. Not even unpolished, unfinished really.

It plays and feels like an early alpha build of Blops 3, best way i can describe it. Made me really look back and appreciate how
smooth and polished Blops 3 felt.

The maps feel claustrophobic, chaotic and uninspired. Random corridors everywhere, with nowhere to really take advantage of
your maneuverability in creative ways. No flow to the matches, especially with how bad the spawns are.

The weapons? Not even sure where to begin. They're all over the place in terms of balance. Just... no.

Even if they do improve the game through patches, the game is already dead on arrival. There is hardly a community for it now
and there certainly won't be one later. There is no reason to buy this game unless you got a hard on for Zombies or over-paying
for single player campaigns. There are far superior FPS games out there RIGHT NOW that you'll be missing out on, and for
what? Naturally, MWR will be released stand-alone later.

Notice, this is coming from someone that had no crashes or bugs in my time with the game. It allowed me to adjust settings and
retain those settings (won't run at 144hz, although it allows me to choose it? caps at 90 in game). I got to experience the game in
a "finished, working" state. I can only imagine the bad taste this has left in the mouths of those repeatedly crashing.

ps. Adjusting my mouse DPI seemed to really help with the mouse smoothing and stuttering. Unfortunately, that still doesn't
make the game any more fun.

It's time for Activision to get their heads out of their asses. Gamers are starting to wisen up after so many releases of buggy,
unfinished products, especially after the likes of NMS, and thanks to some healthy competition who are taking it seriously (BF1,
TF2) as well as steam's awesome refund policy, these companies are no longer going to be able to laugh all the way to the bank
much longer while we "buy it anyway". We'll see how many pre-orders the next CoD recieves after this, although i think many
are going to be looking to 3Arc to restore thier faith. CoD will get one more chance, but this franchise is in a world of hurt and
they only have their greed to blame.

Over-dramatic much? Yup. But this is the first game i've ever refunded so i'm salty af.. this game so dizzy!. Fun Game, and
Great Graphics, for it's time. Unfortuatly time has surely taken it's toll on this game. Because of improving graphics and
optimized controls, this game has become obsolete. I know that Swat 4 is still very playable, but unfortuatly Swat 3 is not as
much. It's just hard for me personally to play a game that's Characters heads arn't smooth. The graphics are definatly worse than
the pictures in the store, I would not be complaining if this game was around $5 because of it's age but $10 is a bit much. Don't
waste your money on this game and just wait untill swat 4 comes to steam. -Over And Out-. So, when's Remedy coming to
Earth? Her presence would be highly helpful here.... This is a cute little paint-by-numbers style "game". I bought it (and the
other three volumes) to have things for my nieces to use when they\/I visit. We shall have to see if it interests them, but for less
than a dollar, it is no big deal. Besides, I can always just complete all the pictures for the achievements, if they don't.... I tried
playing this game for half and hour and it just really bored me. Too many tutorials and not a single puzzle that was designed to
be challenging at all. It felt like the game was stuck forever in that period where they give you really easy obvious puzzles to
teach you the mechanics, and then instead of stepping forward just kept introducing new mechanics once it was done teaching
you the last one, increasing in rules but never depth.. Love this game! The characters are fun and simple but hard to master. The
enemy Ai is fantastic, it starts easy and gets really tough. I've played this a lot on my other account as well.

Fun party game for all ages! Highly Reccomend!. I was pleasantly surprised by how much I enjoyed playing this game. The
graphics are beautiful and each boss fight is unique. I love the puzzles as well. I hope there will be more updates in the near
future.. This is a good game, some problems but still good old fashined gameplay.. Sort of a mixed bag. Could be viewed as the
black sheep in the series. It did have the arcade of 4 fighters of a time but it can get chaotic and even unfair at times when 2 or 3
computers gang up on you from both sides.

The turn mechanic is wonky at best. Responds well at some, horribly at others.
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That said it did have a GG Boost Mode where up to 2 players go on a Streets of Rage adventure and kick the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of
bad guys.

No options to change the resolution or graphic settings. That said its made to run on a toaster.

Not bad, but doesnt really feel as polished as the other entries.
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